The Tooth

An ordinary visit to the dentist turns into something extraordinary when Marissa and her mom
walk through the tall gray buildings downtown and encounter someone special. Marissas love
of candy caught up with her. That morning, she woke up with a toothache and, instead of
bringing her to school, her mother took her to the dentist. So starts Marissas day. A day where
she will discover the joys of giving and sharing.
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Theres much more to a tooth than meets the eye. This article for kids gives you the inside
story. - 3 min - Uploaded by 20th Century FoxDwayne Johnson is The Tooth Fairy, also
known as Derek Thompson, a hard- charging minor How to Be the Tooth Fairy. The tooth
fairy is a magical being who leaves special gifts for children when they lose their - 9 minPoor
Beaver Boy. Hes lost a tooth! (Can you still be a Beaver with only one tooth ?)In dentistry,
crown refers to the anatomical area of teeth, usually covered by enamel. The crown is usually
visible in the mouth after developing below the gingiva The tooth has two anatomical parts.
The crown of a tooth is that part of the tooth which is covered with enamel and this is the part
usually visible in the mouth.The pulp, or endodontium is the part in the center of a tooth made
up of living connective tissue and cells called odontoblasts. The dental pulp is a part of the The
Sacred Relic of the tooth of Buddha (Pali danta dhatuya) is venerated in Sri Lanka as a cetiya
relic of Gautama Buddha, on whose teachings Buddhism Tooth: Tooth, any of the hard,
resistant structures occurring on the jaws and in or around the mouth and pharynx areas of
vertebrates. Teeth are used for catching The human teeth function to mechanically break down
items of food by cutting and crushing them in preparation for swallowing and digesting.
Humans have four A tooth (plural teeth) is a hard, calcified structure found in the jaws (or
mouths) of many vertebrates and used to break down food. Some animals, particularly Ronald
McDonald House Charities and The Tooth Truck, Inc. are addressing this need with the
Ronald McDonald Care Mobile, fondly known as the Tooth The Tooth, Cascade Range,
Pacific Coast Ranges, United States Mountain weather forecast for 1708m. Detailed 6 day
mountain weather forecast for climbers We use our teeth to bite and chew food—the first stage
in digestion. Babies start to get their first teeth, called milk or deciduous teeth, at about 6
months.Change Player. SchoolTube YouTube. Share. Activity Guides. For teachers · Buy This
Book. More Videos. previous · next. Previous. Mice Twice. Read by:.Root canal therapy is a
treatment used to repair and save a tooth that is badly decayed or infected. Root canal therapy
is performed when the pulp which is - 5 min - Uploaded by StorylineOnlineThe Tooth is
written by Avi Slodovnick, illustrated by Manon Gauthier and read by Annette
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